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INTRODUCTION

The imagination. This mystery of the mental process is no stranger 

to us, yet, still speculated upon, it remains unexplained. Just as a 

spider spins its web out of itself, man constructs a microcosm out of 

his desires. Man shapes desires into reality, while reality itself is 

obliterated. For feasible purposes, man’s imagination can become the 

exclusive world to matter. Encapsulated within himself, man is able to 

feel a reassuring omnipotence from his imagination, something the "real

world" often refuses.

The imagination is the highest attribute of a human being. By 

no other means can we, at one moment, be god-like, and at another, feel 

self-pity. In continual usage, the imagination, like any personal 

characteristic, varies in the degree each individual possesses it.

Common everyday utilization of the imagination is perhaps taken for 

granted because it is a ceaseless activity. When we listen to someone 

tell of his experiences, we try to envision the situation in our head 

as each detail is added. We engage our limitless imagination in times 

of solitude by perhaps creating someone with whom to communicate, or 

perhaps we revive within the mind a picture of a friend or a good time 

and smile at the memory. Social acting demands our imagination when we 

have to prepare ourselves for a temporary role. The teacher must imagine 

what will interest and benefit the student, the merchant must speculate 

on the needs of his customers, and parents encourage, through their own

imagination, children to play imaginatively, creatively and spontaneously.
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Sensitive to the imagination as a constructive utensil, the writer, 

artist, scientist, and. inventor have been labeled with the lingering 

concept of the creative person paying the price by mental aberration.

The Romantic and 19th Century artist was referred to as "mad" — not 

that he was mentally ill or insane, but implying that he was unconventional, 

inspired, and idiosyncratic. Because creativity often must reject the 

established order, the creative person may appear eccentric, rebellious, 

even "crazy." However, the 19th Century scientist, mathematician, 

politician, inventor, engineer, and industrial leader, whose work was 

"realistic" material progress, escaped this stigma of "madness." The 

imagination may remain within one's head without the urge to create 

concrete things with it, or it can merge with knowledge and result in 

a work of art, a book, or the greatest medical breakthrough.

The imagination likens itself to a perpetual movie-screen within 

the mind, where we are sole projector of ourself as actor, producer, 

and director; unlike the theatre's stage, our stage has no limits.

While physical reality is bounded by physical laws, formulas, and 

theories, it too is capable of being limitless, since it demands the 

addition of knowledge with our imagination in overcoming these boundaries.

Our limitations are what we allow them to be.

In Fragile Fantasy, I present three creative short stories in 

which the characters commonly share the employment of the imagination.

The power of the imagination is illustrated as a fragile fantasy within 

each character. For all three personas, the fantasy they dwell in acts 

as a tool for survival, yet like any fragile object, it can shatter.
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In "Catering Service," the character allows us to see what happens 

when reality fails and leaves you vacant, but you know the mind's motel 

will always take you in. Besides combating reality, Deidre, the story's 

main character, is a psychologically unbalanced writer, who comes to 

accept her created character as reality. To glean insight and strengthen 

Deidre's dimension as a character, I biographically researched writers 

who could not endure "reality,” such as Emily Dickinson, Syivia Plath, 

and Virginia Wolfe. Sylvia Plath said she wrote only because there was 

a voice within her that would not be still; from this, and other concepts,

"Catering Service" was developed.

"Sanctuary" focuses upon an elderly lady who has had a stroke and 

is now imprisoned by this reality. Her mind, however, is able to escape 

this imprisonment and freely imagines or remembers people, places or

situations which make her life bearable.

In the third story, "Made With 100% Purely Artificial Ingredients!," 

the character questions the borderline between reality and artificiality 

which translates to normalacy and insanity. Because the character has 

become fully aware of reality for what it is, in trying to express it,

is labeled insane.

"Catering Service" and "Made With 100% Purely Artificial Ingredients!" 

represent imagination at its extreme. "Sanctuary" probes into the most 

common occurence of the imagination; yet the common occurence aspect of 

the imagination is visible in all three stories.

Reality can be very cruel; those who haven’t the strength to 

stand up to it must rely upon the inner reality they themselves have 

the power to create, and this is what saves them, that is, for the 

time being. They create a fragile fantasy within the mind, and it is
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fragile indeed. The power of the imagination can elevate a person, or, 

destroy one. To possess such omnipotent control, yet also to he helpless 

is the strength and shattering weakness of fragile fantasies.

Shakespeare said it the best, and upon this quotation, these 

short stories first began to germinate from the seeds of imagination 

within my own mind:

lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend 
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet 
Are of imagination all compact:
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold,
That is, the madman; the lover, all as frantic,
Sees Helen’s beauty in a brow of Egypt:
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And as imagination bodies forth 
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name.
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CATERING SERVICE



CATERING SERVICE

So slowly her emotions had seeped, out, leaving a vast emptiness 

that now filled her scarred heart. A black void so hollow, so deep, 

so piercing, communicated itself through the face solidified with solitary 

emptiness. If a thought were to emerge, it could vanish in this vacuum.

She could not move. Energy was something no longer within reach. To be 

so dead, yet alive, was the slap of reality upon a fragile facade.

After days of such deep depression and solitude, the empty sensations 

that had enveloped her life began to diminish into the depth of this 

vacuous blackness. A conception began to germinate with the guidance of 

a miniscule candle coming from a child condemned to cerebrie chaos. So 

came the child from the past, wading so silently precise through the

thick black blizzard that blinded Deidre to the present.

"Deidre," called an ivory white voice. "Gan you come in to play?"

Mosaic thoughts wandered through the mind-maze, reuniting recollections 

of someone Deidre had admired, prided and missed. She remembered the

beautiful name she had called her creation — a name meaning "she who 

will be resurrected." A spark had ignited and burned away some of the 

blackness in her mind and she saw once more the company she had kept 

almost two years ago. Deidre was slowly reviving after what seemed an 

eternity of rejection.

"Anastasia?"

"Of course," replied the cultivated creation. "Won’t you come and

help me wake the management?"
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"The management?"

At this moment a spectrum of vivid colors formed from unknown 

sources a fragile transparency in imitation of stained glass. As Deidre 

concentrated on this marvel of color and images, she realized they were 

all sorts of incidents in her life arranged in chronological order. She 

briefly beheld her childhood of moving from one military base to another; 

her high school and college days, which appeared the brightest and fullest 

colors on the panorama; what finally caught her eye was a solid, pure 

white piece in the glass-like structure. She sensed it didn’t belong, 

for it was of such a contrast; at that instant, the whole transparency 

shattered abruptly into millions of splintered pieces. Having exploded 

with color like a brilliant fireworks display, the pieces fell on the 

blanket of blackness, forming as they fell into chaotic order, a maze of 

colored fragments from Deidre's past. Everywhere she looked from above 

the newly constructed maze, she saw chronologically misplaced occurences 

such as a fragment of a childhood episode juxtaposing a college happening.

"The management of time-limiting has been destroyed," explained

Anastasia.

"But why all the shattered fragments? Why isn't the management

whole?"

"It has always been fragmented and colored to suit the appropriate

situation. Do you see the white piece — the only white piece, in fact?"

Deidre could not help but perceive this fascinating difference.

"It's in the center of the maze."

"And that is the one and only goal for which you can strive for.

When you reach the center of this maze, and absorb yourself into this

pure whiteness, you will then be whole. But to get there you must travel
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the journey of this color-fragmented maze of your past. Dance your 

destiny in the ecstasy of this ideal game of isolation where darkness 

becomes the eye that invites delicate memories to emerge for an exhibition 

of enchantment. The entrance to this magic maze requires a dissolution of 

the misleading drama executed by pantomiming people who patronize their 

own decorated persuasions. Follow me into this carnival of fantasy 

where you will be fractured forever from the fatigue caused by friends' 

deceit. The generosity of growth within this garden of revelation will 

enable you to examine your entrapment to the past and escape all future 

prisons of pseudo-pursuits. You must sacrifice all secure shelters, 

which I'm sure you've already done, and by this silence of separation 

with social slavery you will achieve an awareness that will never abandon 

you."

A dizzy dazzlement dashes through the mind-maze suspended in the 

blackness of Deidre's mind as she joins Anastasia, standing a little 

inside the vividly-colored walled maze. A multitude of mind-colors 

dilute any protestations that Deidre may have had. She is captured by 

a caressing chain of curiosity. Circles of curtains ceremoniously open 

and candle-chance animation awakens a sleeping supervisor who says, "By 

the advertising of your autopsy in the auditorium of your mind, you have 

analyzed and assasinated all arrogance, artificial acting and have finally 

awakened to this wonderful woven world of wisdom. Applause! Applause! 

for the lady who has achieved the agony of inner awareness! Adjourn for

now. Leave the alien to be amazed in who she was."

Deidre and Anastasia take their first step into the tunnels of the 

maze’s theatre-travel and wander until they reach a deadend. Ready to 

turn around, Deidre is stopped by the gentle grasp of Anastasia on her arm



"Watch."

On the wall in front of them, a kidnapping kaleidoscope unveils

itself to Deidre and Anastasia. The field of fractured focus fluctuates, 

expanding and contracting, until it explodes the distorted visions into 

a unified design of a place and time in the past. . . .

Outside the library window, the sky was bright and soft, yet towards

the distant mountains, Deidre observed how the blue softness turned to a

muddy mixture, as if the watercolor sky had absorbed some of the browns 

from the mountains. She glanced back down at the book on F. Scott Fitz

gerald, not a book recommended for any of her freshman high school classes, 

but something which had attracted her curiosity independently, and once 

more she pondered upon his quotation: "The test of a first-rate intelligence 

is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and 

still retain the ability to function."

"That’s the solution," she thought, and positioned her pen to write 

in her journal. . . .

Gift-ywiny of sincere soul, mij soul only screamed out once more 
when it was fold If must move on, leaving itself behind to once- friends, 
strAnyzrs-lost. H Avina only twelve years of life-experience, J curled 
myself up in a com fort Able closAture, not to open vp or stretch the 
soul out to strangers ajain. Yet, now, two years later, friends 
anr A wanted need to mtj unyielding Individuality, False faces can 
purchase friends And I can save niy soul from strAnyer- pAtn 
btj exchanj/n^ empty placebos w/fn new-found friends, If the 
f-Acude is strong enough, It will serve very functionally» I 
can manipulate myself, yet more importantly, those Around 
nut. The harshness of numan relationships will not be able 
to break through the mask I’m cjoln^ to create J I ojot 
an "A* In creative writina from blrs, Straus * I can act 
an "A/z In creative belnai
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This picture of the past melted, off the screen on one of the walls

of the deadend as an intrusion broke the concentration.

"What is that horrible pounding?" asked Deidre.

"I believe it is reality trying to get in.”

Deidre and. Anastasia stepped out of the deadend, retracing their 

steps and stopping at the maze entrance to look out through Deidre's 

unblinking eyes.

"Someone’s calling my name."

"If you should try to respond, I can guarantee an availability of 

reality's pain. And besides, we've entered the mind-maze and all you can 

do now is watch and listen — your power to respond is gone."

Deidre saw the front door of her apartment swing open and a flood 

of familiar faces enter the living room. She recognized and listened to 

the reactions of her next door neighbors, her landlord, and her parents.

"Look at her. . .sitting stone-still. . .I've never seen anything 

like this before. . .how long has she been like this? . . .Well, Keith

left about a week ago. . .1 haven't seen her in the store for at least a

week. . .me neither. . .1 haven't even heard anything through these thin 

walls. . .How can she not blink? . . .When is the baby due? . . .A month

or so. . . Better get her to a hospital. . . .

"They'll be sure to abuse your body, Deidre, but by remaining 

within this safety you won't hardly feel the pain they will inflict.”

"Such horrified looks! Can't they see I’m at peace? This has been 

my best performance yet!"

"And to think it will become more rewarding!”

"But why have they all gathered?”
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’’You don't remember?"

"Mo."

"Follow me."

Turning around and walking into one of the optional passage-ways 

of the maze, the journey was not long before they came to a deadend 

where the circles of color disappeared into a vivid blueness of skylike

softness. . . .

Standing on the balcony of their apartment, Deidre stared out 

across the city and towards the distant mountains. Thoughts raced through 

her mind of an easy suicide by jumping off, but the dominating borders 

that enclosed these thoughts kept them on their ceaseless cyclical track. 

"Maybe the baby will be someone special someday. . .hmuh — here I am 

giving it my unfulfilled dreams." Deidre glazed her eyes with tall 

buildings and the busy bustling of miniature people down below. "All the 

dreams of all those people — yet here we are all empty. We've filled 

the time with pseudo-doings and feelings. Living and loving — what a 

delusion! Your father, little baby, is probably a hero by now over 

across the ocean in the arbitrary war — a hero to whom? To military 

masquerades. I should have learned from my dad in the military, but 

what the hell, being a wife was just another role to play! And what a 

role indeed ! Here love was easily divided by a piece of paper stating 

'Keith Easton, the draft has chosen you to participate in the fun 

finagalling of war! Report immediately to your station; do not pass go; 

do not collect $200.00!

Deidre leans over the 15 story high balcony and yells to unhearing 

ears, "Hey, look at me! I wasted my real self, my self without the usual 

protective false face. Keep up those smiling facades," she yells to the
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miniature movements of people, "It'll save you!"

Deidre steps back from the railing, shuts her eyes in tight tension 

and folds her arms around her, trembling with emptiness. "I've been a 

catering service all my life — now I'm empty as an auditorium filled 

with silence. I've been on stage for what seems an eternity. What do 

you do when your acting partner ceases to be on stage — what have you 

left to perform for? A soliloquy is fine and wonderful, but even it has 

an audience. Your audience, Deidre, has become thousands of empty chairs 

waiting to accomodate someone, and only you can be your own audience, now."

Deidre opens her eyes, surprised, but uncaring, to find that night 

had fallen upon the blue-sky day. She very slowly shuffles through the 

open sliding door, pulls it shut and closes the curtains, leaving the 

millions of lightbulb eyes from office and apartment buildings to blink 

through the curtain weave. With a sigh of soul-deep exhaustion, Deidre 

sits in a comfortable chair, raising her feet up on the coffee table, 

folding her arms over the protruding abdomen and stares ceaselessly into 

the blackness of the apartment. The only touch of reality left is the

kicking of the baby, but even that soon ceases to register within the 

mind as her eyes gaze at nothing but the hollow blackness in her mind. . . .

"And that was the reason for our reunion."

Deidre looked at her companion, then at her surroundings, realizing 

she was in an enclosure of three gray walls and one opening.

"Another deadend In the maze?"

"Just one of many possible turns. Are you ready to wove onward

within?"

"Can't I watch what they're going to do with me?"
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"Fine. You might as well observe your death while you are able to

survive here in the maze."

Bounced abruptly around within the walls, they managed to make 

their way to the edge of the maze and look out to see the cause of this

disturbance.

"My body is being handled like freight or luggage. Look at them 

shuffle me around, onto a stretcher, in and out of the ambulance, into 

the emergency room, and all the time, people gathering around to stare — 

all, of course, with a wonderful worriment of concern. If only I could 

be charging admission! But, it's true, Anastasia — I can't feel any of 

their torture of sticking needles into me, hooking me up to i.v. thinking 

it will preserve me, or the doctor's pokes to see that the baby's condition 

is o.k. Oh! and now look at the puzzlement of expression on the psychia

trist's face! Looks like he's going to take over this scene. ..."

A tired, yet stern man greeted Mr. and Mrs. Holmes in the typically 

official hospital-situation manner. "You're Deidre's parents."

"Yes, yes, we are," replied Mrs. Holmes. "Is she going to be 

all right?”

"Well, from my brief analysis, I am diagnosing her as a catatonic 

schizophrenic. I cannot guarantee that I can bring her back to normal, 

but I will certainly do my best. I need some information, please — 

won't you sit down."

Deidre's parents sat down, looking fresh and neat, as if they had 

just gotten dressed instead of having just driven a couple of hundred 

miles. Mrs. Holmes' make-up was perfectly applied, every hair beauty- 

parlor perfect; she was a portrait of a calm and collected woman. Mr. Holmes,
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too, wore wrinkle-free clothing, his gray hair combed in its short, 

neat-cut style. Sitting uncomfortably on the cracked plastic chairs 

in the waiting alcove outside Deidre's room, they awaited Doctor Randall's 

inquisition.

"First of all, could you repeat your version of what probably 

upset Deidre so terribly."

"Well," volunteered Deidre's mother, as she brushed a tiny piece 

of lint off her skirt, "her husband recently got called for the war, but 

surely that couldn’t be so traumatic. Why, my husband here had to go 

into war when we were first married and I survived that! Why, he was 

even gone for a couple of years overseas while I and Deidre stayed in

the states."

"How old was Deidre when you went overseas, Mr. Holmes?”

"Oh, let's see, probably around 3 until she was about 6 or 7."

"Deidre is just being inconsiderate of all of us," interrupted 

Mrs. Holmes. "We've got other things to do. You know it's no short 

drive here. I'm sure, doctor, if we just leave her alone, she'll come 

out of it on her own — she's just overacting. She's always been used 

to getting awards and honors all through high school and college and it's 

just hard for her when something is taken away. She's always been sort 

of spoiled like that I guess — beings she was an only child."

"Will you excuse me for a moment while I go get her chart," said 

Dr. Randall. He rises from the chair, and his tall straight-spined

structure disappears down the hall.

"Catatonic Schizophrenic! How could she do this to us? What is 

she trying to prove?" Deidre's mother hissed angrily at her husband who 

sat just as dumbfounded.
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"What will we tell the neighhox's? What if she doesn't come out

of this — this, whatever it is —."

"My, my, I guess this isn’t one of their higher expectations."

"I don't understand it — gets a little depressed because her 

husband goes off to fight and she thinks it's the end. How can she do 

this to herself, to our grandchild, to us?" Mrs. Holmes recrosses her 

legs in the opposite direction and properly straightens her skirt as 

she brushes off imaginary lint.

Dr. Randall's arrival ceases their questions. "You were in the 

military service, is that correct?"

"Yes."

"That meant you moved a lot, correct?"

"Oh, maybe every few years."

"And how did Deidre adjust, Mrs. Holmes?"

"Well, pretty good I guess, ah, except for perhaps the move we 

made during her junior-high days, when we saw a drastic change in her 

personality. She sort of retreated into herself and refused to make new 

friends. We, of course, like normal parents, tried our best to push her 

into new relationships, but we assumed she was just going through a 

stubborn stage.”

"She was a polite girl, you understand," added Deidre's father,

"but she simply refused to associate in any depth with the other children."

"Then when we moved about two years later,” continued Mrs. Holmes,

"She came home after about one week of school and suddenly she was a
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drastically changed person. She was vibrant, exciting, eager to help 

and really seemed to enjoy herself."

"She's been like that ever since — except, I guess — " as Mr. 

Holmes looked at his wife, "except for maybe ever since she got married. 

She seemed to tone down and become more common-like and average."

"Yes, that's right! You should have seen Deidre, doctor, when she 

was in high school and college! She was outstanding in whatever she did; 

she won all kinds of awards; she was so popular with everyone — friends, 

teachers, everyone!”

"Did Deidre have any special goal or dream?"

"Hmm. Well, I guess," ventured Mrs. Holmes,"maybe if anything it

was to be a writer."

"A writer," Doctor Randall repeated and also wrote down. "Did she

ever have any low — ah, sad or depressed periods?"

Mr. Holmes responded, "Never seemed to."

"I see."

"Their analytical minds are dissecting my life, separating the 

pieces, trying to find what fractured the puzzle, but I see I successfully 

acted out their expectations."

"Yes, by the time they analyze your anatomy and find it was all 

artificial accomodation, you will have successfuly reached the center of 

the maze and their discovery will be of little living value. Gome on,

Deidre, we better move more inside the maze so the doctor can't reach in 

and get us to come out. All he wants to do and will try to do is get you 

to come out of this security, back into the pain out there, lead the way,

Deidre, we must reach into new dimensions in the maze.”
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"I won’t see my parents again?”

’’Only in the corner-memories of your mind.’’

"Let’s go."

Deidre's vacant eyes blinked for a second, leaving Deidre and 

Anastasia in momentary illumination, and as the eyes opened, the three 

analyists were only vague vocal vibrations that soon ceased as Deidre 

stepped onward toward her goal in the center of the maze.

Having taken a left turn, Deidre was suddenly suspended in a 

contracting compression of buoyancy. She felt herself being pulled upon 

like a vacuum cleaner that demands the dirt from a carpet. Feelings of 

ripping, tearing torture of ivory flesh and blood-drained fetus fracturing, 

she was torn like tissue and sucked into and collected in a glass jar.

She felt this suffocating separation of soul and body and agonized in 

the torture. But just as suddenly as she stepped into this overwhelming 

suction, she was freed from it.

"Now you know the feeling, except this imaginary abortion left you 

in one piece.”

"How did you know?"

"I know all your little secrets. And I must applaude you on the 

success of keeping your secret only to yourself. I find it quite amazing

no one else found out."

"With only a couple of months or so until high school graduation,

I figured if I didn't remain my exurberant self, people would wonder."

"Yes, I know. That took a lot of strength to continue your act 

after such an experience. But do you realize your second abortion left 

you without this strength?”
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"Second, abortion?"

"I guess you never realized your mental abortion, Deidre. Come, 

follow me further inward to view this most important event.”

Together, hand in hand, Anastasia and Deidre walked through a 

watercolor-waterfall of purples, blues, and greens, yet instead of getting 

wet, they absorbed the colors and as they travelled inward, they left a 

rainbow-trail behind them. As they squared a corner, they confronted 

another watercolor-waterfall composed of reds, oranges, and yellows.

Stepping together into the pond that the waterfalls created, the colors 

merged into a radiant rainbow of rhyming reunion that reflected itself 

within the pond and they saw their time together almost two years ago. 

Anastasia commented as the imaginary video reeled through the waterfalls. . . .

"Masquerading to please and accommodate other's high expectations, 

you would make-up your mind by freshening the fabric of your fantasies — 

you would cosmetize with courage the urge to create. By day you danced 

out of duty to those who delighted in your popular personality. But in 

the night came the empty depression buried beneath the fake face worn by 

day. During this time of solitude, you delighted in quiet night where 

thoughts would abound, get bounced around, awakening you, while others 

slept, to new and astounding confrontations, leading the double life 

as you did, and especially during your complex college days, your mind 

was very receptive when you read Steppenwolf and he said ’schizomania is 

the beginning of all art and all fantasy.' Your soul was at its most 

satisfying peace when you wrote and to write for a living was your dream, 

but you felt you had to perform for others' expectations. Yet, because 

your outward presentation demanded most of your time, you often did not 

remember what you had written the night before. You've always been a
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writer at heart, hut you suppressed, it because you thought it would, 

require you to spend, too much time in solitude and not have the friends 

you did. But the urge to write overpowered you, and at one point you 

didn’t sleep for five nights, then, after collapsing with exhaustion and 

sleeping for practically the whole weekend, you met me for the first time 

as you read through what you had written."

"You seemed to he the only story character I had created that had

a soul.”

"That's true, hut you didn't allow my soul to grow. A writer, to 

he effective, must know her character. You must eat, sleep, and live 

with her twenty-four hours until the character can become an entity on

her own. The successful birth leaves the writer time to conceive another

character, watch its embryo grow, feel the character kick around inside 

her head, hoping that when it is horn, it can survive and stand on its own."

"I recall that every morning, after an evening of writing, you 

would read what you had written and were often amazed at the revelation 

of having written something you could only vaguely recall writing. You 

slowly began to wonder — if it was possible to create your false face, 

could it also be possible that you unconsciously created a personality 

that was the writer within you? You knew that this writer in you was 

not a 'put on' personality, but seemed to always 'be there' whenever you 

relaxed your facade in the quiet of night."

"As you grew in confidence as a writer, and as I was a good 

character in a story, you proceeded to polish the story in a frenzy 

when a short-story contest offered $500 to the winner. And of course, 

having rarely lost at anything you pursued in high school and college,

you, of course, sent in the story with me in it as your main character.
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The dollar signs and possibility of winning set' a premature deadline and 

made you disregard getting to know fully your character. You left out 

a very vital human quality when you released me to the eyes of the 

publishing world. They did not notice what that quality was and awarded 

you first place. With a new air of prosperity and of attaining a fame, 

you thought you would devote more serious time to writing and you 

actually dreamed of supporting yourself as a writer when you got out of

college. You stayed up nights the way you used to when you first began 

writing, but nothing happened. You stared at the waiting white page 

night after night, growing more discouraged, weak and useless as nothing 

happened. Whenever you thought of the excitement and mystery when you 

had been creating me, there seem to be a spark of inspiration, but it 

always died."

"You let go of me too soon, Deidre. You aborted an incomplete 

character onto the stark whiteness of the page before the character was 

completely created. I was torn from my womb of woven whispers to wander 

without a soul. And now, look at you, ruined by reality but preserved by 

the phenomenon of me. I couldn't let you destroy yourself, you've already 

destroyed an aborted baby and myself — an aborted idea."

"There was a third abortion."

"Oh? '*

"When I realized my love for Keith was originating in my true self,

I gradually shed the outer facade and finally got rid of it all together.

I had worn a mask for over eight years, and my vow did not come easy.

So when Keith left, all I felt was naked pain upon an emptiness no longer 

protected by an outer personality. All that's left between us is the 

seed growing within me."
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"We all need, to grow and between the support we will give to each 

other, we will all have complete souls that will survive beyond reality."

With immense intensity, an acidic whiteness shot through the corridors 

of the maze, enveloping Anastasia and Deidre in a frozen field of fog. 

Deafening screams of shattering pain shot through the passage-ways as 

these melted minds were stunned into paralysis. When the attempted 

assasination was abandoned, and color returned very gently and peacefully 

to the mind-maze, Anastasia was the first to warn Deidre of the danger.

"They’re trying to get in — we must hurry inward where we will

be safe."

"What was that?"

"They call it shock treatment. I’m surprised they took the risk 

beings you're pregnant. They must want you back badly."

"Who?"

"Oh, the doctor, or perhaps your parents."

"My parents?"

A slow tear rolls down a solemn, still-staring face.

"Doctor, look."

Doctor Randall smiled within, knowing his treatment was only the 

beginning of bringing Deidre back. He laid down his chart next to her

bed and instructed the nurse to let her be for now.

"We can’t afford any more shocks until the baby is born. I’m 

going to speak to Dr. Omund about a caesarean.”

"We’re almost to the center of the maze, Deidre. The myth is

about to begin."
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"What myth?”

"The myth of Deidre Holmes Easton, Writer."

Confusion prevented Deidre from a clear understanding.

"You have examined your life hy viewing this theatre-travel in the 

maze. And it has served its purpose. You should know yourself completely 

now and because you do, for the first time, you can write about yourselfj 

thus, you will be the legend you’ve always dreamed of. Dr. Randall has 

some paper with your chart — this is your ultimate chance."

Deidre, able to see her body lying on the white bed, saw her hand 

reach for the chart next to her bed, pick it up, and scribble without 

feeling a conscious mental process, these words:

/Absorbing the acrobatic adhesion of alien abstractions, 
1’re soafced, mtj soul with such statements of stirnuixtion. 
filling to the full with a wealth, of woven wisdom,

XVe reached a rece

that leaves me 
empty 

to receive
the next embruo to qrow

within the sirelchedl

"I can see your point, but if we take the baby now, it may endanger

the child."
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"It's already endangered!" argued Dr. Randall. It’s not going to 

grow very healthy by being on i.v. for the next month! Unless I can begin 

full treatment, we risk losing both her and the baby. Her metabolism," 

he said as he picked up her chart, "is dropping steadily. ..." A 

pause of astounding puzzlement interrupted the doctor's thought as he 

glanced at the handwritten poem filling the chart. Both the doctors read 

it in disbelief, realizing there was a faint hope of reaching her.

"I’ll set her up for a Caesarean tomorrow morning," stated Dr. Omund. 

"You can begin treatment afterwards."

Dr. Randall left seme paper by her bed, hoping his hunch would

prove itself.

"We better move quickly; your body is about to be violated and once 

they accomplish that, they will grab for the soul. It was kind of the 

doctor to leave you some paper. As we continue our journey, you will be 

writing down your reactions to what you've viewed within this maze. Lead 

the way — it shouldn't be much further."

Anastasia followed Deidre through the prerequisite passage-ways. 

Deidre walked unfalteringly ahead, graceful and flowing with the knowledge 

of her gift. They turned corners after corners and at each corner, the 

light grew lighter and brighter until they at last turned to face a vast 

brilliance of illuminating white color that appeared in texture like a 

white wedding veil. Deidre looked at the vast whiteness and the purely

vivid white spot in the center.

"You are intitied to have one last glimpse of reality if you want. 

Perhaps we could check on your writing progress — "

A splitting agony soared through the maze, bouncing off the walls
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and centering the sharp torture within Deidre. Silent screams echoed 

throughout the maze as Deidre struggled to see what was causing such 

pain. She saw that her body was the center of attention in a room filled 

with white-clothed and masked people, all gathered around the table she 

lay on covered by a sheet. A bloody birth was being staged, as skin and 

muscles were cut, then the final slice which resulted in the emergence of 

a slimmy weak-moving infant. As the child was cleansed, the masked people 

started to sew up what they had cut, and Deidre saw the baby was a little 

girl.

The pain within the maze gradually subsides as Deidre and Anastasia 

watch the baby being bundled up and carried off. The burglarized mother 

is mended and covered up and rolled back to her room. A nurse periodically 

checks on the woman, but the majority of concern falls upon the baby.

Deidre sees her hand reach for one of the few pieces of paper left from 

the bundle Dr. Randall had left and she scrawls, J'h.O baby’S TTATTIC IS 
Leilah-meaning *the bliss cf night , * Deidre, being warned by 

Anastasia that her time was about up, pleaded for just a few moments to 

read just one of the vast amount of poems piled in a stack next to the bed.

"Fine, take a look at your talent which soon will be used and abused.

Try the one you wrote when you first abandoned the illusion of reality. . . .
X’m lured of pushing mu pull on others, 

of opening in order io dose down.
Hero I give away mu soul 

Vet Locked within is more,
X come to go upon mu way

on this ‘upward down hillJ road ,
"Stretch the soul to sceh success,* Said they , 

but somehow the elasticity of
a soothing serenitu 

unites w for this time ~
torn bu yesterday, 

bandaged, bu a putting push
toward the*' fromise of'Tomorrow,
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Deidre and Anastasia take the remaining step into the nucleus of 

the maze. The pure whiteness flows through their souls as a peace 

pulsates throughout the mind-maze. They faintly observe Deidre's heavy 

arms fall back to their sides, yet in her hand she holds tightly onto a 

note while all physical energy seeps out of her and she lies motionlessly

deceased. For the first time, Deidre feels a wholeness within her

previously split self.

"The myth is begun."

"Doctor, she's dead."

"Damn. — after all we went through. She's left an amazing amount 

of writings behind — I don't understand how she could write them — 

but when I publish them, I’ll be known as the psychiatrist who evoked 

this from a person who was technically emotionally dead."

"This was in her hand, sir."

that now I have < 
bu this mental'* ii





SANCTUARY



SANCTUARY

Someone's here. . . . There's been so much busy 

movement this morning. . . .

Conscious of the rhythmic approach of an aluminum walker and. the 

shuffling feet that followed, I knew that soon Mrs. Westley would he 

coming into the kitchen from the living room. Helen pointed out the 

prepared list concerning the semi-special meal plans for her diabetic 

mother. Quickly my mind was filled with instructions that included 

going next door to her mother's old house to get a package of hamburger 

out of the deep freeze, watering the flower garden tomorrow morning, 

and locking the doors at night. A local nurse would be over early 

tomorrow morning to administer Mrs. Westley's insulin shot. She went 

on to name some things her mother enjoyed, such as going outside to 

sit in the afternoon sun, perhaps going for a short drive in my car, 

and of course, the always accessible t.v. and magazines.

John came from one of the bedrooms with a light coat and suitcase 

in hand, greeted me with the same boisterous laughing hello his wife 

always exerted, then continued on his way with his burden out to the

car.

Mrs. Westley, peeking around the corner by leaning cautiously on 

her walker, smiled the automatic smile which was accompanied by the 

timidness of her twinkling, wrinkled eyes. One could not help but smile 

back at the frail, well-dressed and groomed woman whose blue-gray eyes 

beaconed out from behind silver-ornamented glasses. She took an additional
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step and clanged the walker on the linoleum floor so she, too, could he 

part of the kitchen activity. The appropriate greetings were expressed, 

with, of course, smiles. I had known her since the days I had come to 

the house to take piano lessons from her daughter, yet at that time,

Mrs. Westley resided in her large house next door.

"Are we going somewhere?”

"Mom, remember, I've been telling you that John and I are going to 

Billings for appointments."

"Oh. That's right."

"We'll be back sometime around noon tomorrow.”

"I'm not going?"

"No, mom." Helen picked up her purse and a light sweater. "There 

isn't room, and besides, there wouldn't be anything for you to do."

"Oh, yes, that's right,” sweetly laughed Mrs. Westley. "I'd probably 

just get tired. My feet would swell up, too. ...” Oh, how 1 used 

to donee! My feet so light. . .my dress brushing against my 

airborne legs. . .Frank guiding us as urn covered the whole 

dance-floor with our exurberance! His face flushed and 

illuminated. . .his eyes projecting the reflection of my face, 

which was so youthful and pink. . .my hair flowing in the 

wind created as we moved to the music. . .my favorite song, 

too! Oh — what was that wrong note? ....

Hastily Helen responded to the impatient honks of the car and said 

a cheerful goodbye. While I went to put my small cloth suitcase in the 

bedroom I was to use, Mrs. Westley sat down slowly at the table by the 

kitchen window and watched her daughter and son-in-law begin their 

5-hour drive to Billings. Now that we were alone, I searched for possible
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things we could, both talk about.

"Mrs. Needham couldn't sit with you this time, huh?"

"I guess she had to go somewhere, too." All the woven wrinkles 

smiled in the still-dignified face, framed by the gray waves of hair 

that gathered at the crown to form a neatly-twisted bun.

"Well," I said as I glanced around the kitchen, "I guess I'll

do these few breakfast dishes."

"I'll help." She struggled to her swollen feet by clutching onto

the counter.

"Oh, that's all right — there's not many here." . . .She probably 

wouldn't get all the food washed off or wouldn't dry them good enough. . .

Why won't they ever let me help? "Well, I'll dry, anyway.

I know where things go."

. . .1 suppose I better let her do something. Maybe she's always 

helped Helen with the dishes. ... "O.K. . . .Oh, here, I'll get the

dish-towel for you." She couldn't object, since in about two or three 

quick steps I pulled it off its hanger and handed it to her.

"I could have gotten it."

"Oh, it was just as easy for me to get it."

While I was wiping the counter and table, Mrs. Westley made her way, 

via the freshly-wet counters, to the side of the refrigerator where the 

dish-towel was to be hung. The scratching shuffle of her slippered feet

on the linoleum vanished into a muted friction when she left the kitchen

and entered the carpeted living room with the aid of her walker. As the 

squeak of the walker and shuffle of the swollen feet rhythm decreased in 

volume, I knew she was headed for her bedroom. This was verified when

I heard her swing open the door to its widest capacity; it hit the
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doorstop with a bang. The aluminum walker clanged against some woodwork 

as she abandoned it outside the door of her small bedroom. The slipper 

shuffle upon the hard-wood floor ended as she entered and shut the door

behind her.

I'm back my little darlings. . .1 missed you, too.

Oh, I'm so tired. . .so tired. . .yes, I get enough sleep. . . 

it's just that I'm so tired. . .1 don't understand why they 

have to leave. . .you never leave, do you? . . .We'll always 

be together. , .here, come sit with grandma. . .ah, there, 

isn't that better? . . .so soft. . .cuddly, innocent, you'll 

always be my baby. What do you want to do? We can't go out 

to play. . .I'd only be more of a fool. . .1 don't understand 

. . .where did they go? . . .they always leave without telling 

me. . .1 don't understand. . .what's the use? . . .1 just 

don't understand anymore. Oh, 1 don't want to worry you 

little ones. . .you just keep smiling. . .You don't know 

yet. . .you're too young. You just keep the way you are.

Here, I'll put you next to your sister — there, now I can 

look at you both. It's so nice — you never argue. . .or

talk back at me. . .or scold me — you listen. . .you listen.

Having finished, in the kitchen, I aimlessly wandered, out to the 

living room by looking at the knick-knacks, paintings on the walls, and 

in general, the decor. I surveyed the magazine rack which held an 

abundance of such magazines as GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS, 

WOMAN'S DAY, and READERS' DIGEST. Well, if nothing else, these ought to 

pass the time. I chose one magazine randomly and sat down in one of the 

overlarge recliners. Content with this easy time-passer, I casually
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flipped the pages, reading practically everything — even the ads — 

because I knew I had an abundance of time to kill. Finally, absorbed in 

a story, I heard a very faint, hauntingly sad cry. I thought it was my 

imagination adding a few sound effects to the story, but I soon realized 

it was Mrs. Westley. It was the most pitiful cry of exasperation I had 

ever heard. The weak straining of her gentle voice and its grasping 

urgency comprised her cry.

Is she all right? Maybe she fell down —

A slight panic propelled me out of the easy-chair and I approached 

her closed bedroom door. Standing this close, the cry became words and 

I was pierced by the haunting sadness that ripped through my soul.

. . .oh, I don't know what to do anymore. I'd like to 

go home. . .you remember the many parties I would host don't 

you? . . .preparing fancy luncheons and desserts. . .the house 

would be spotlessly clean. . .everything was organized. . .

I could be proud of myself and my accomplishments. . .Can 

you see my friends sitting politely sipping their coffee? . . . 

oh, there's Mrs. Hanson looking as pretty as ever. . ,oh, but 

she's dead now — yet I can see her face so plainly — I can 

touch it. . .do you want to touch her, too? . . .she won't 

mind. . . .

Chills of sad emotions echoed through my self as I slowly walked 

away from her door. . . .She’s entitled to her privacy. . .1 shouldn't 

be listening. . . . But a loud crash startled me motionless and once 

more I listened intently.

Oh, did you drop the mirror, little Tommy? — That's all

right; it didn't break. Wasn't Mrs. Hanson just here? She
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must have left too. . . .

I very slowly sat down once more, absently glazing my eyes upon the 

open magazine which served as an out-of-focus backdrop for the many 

thoughts that drained my emotions.

The crying conversation ceased. There was some shuffling, and her 

door opened.

Smile. Pretend you didn't hear her crying.

Mrs. Westley walked the few short steps into the bathroom closing 

the door behind her, yet leaving the bedroom door open. From where I was 

sitting, I could see into her bedroom and on her dresser, lined up sym

metrically, were pictures of her grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

My God — what a relationship — talking to the frozen moments of 

photographs. Her grandchildren must be her confidants. . .they're now 

approaching middle age and their children are grade-school age. . .she 

wasn't just crying out loud to herself — she was talking to those 

innocent babies. . .cyclical thing. . .the baby is so unknowing, needs 

care and support. . .now Mrs. Westley has lived a full life, but all of 

that was erased by the stroke. . .now she needs practically the same 

care a baby gets. . .there's a bond between the two. . . .

To the sound of the flushing toilet, Mrs. Westley carefully made 

her way back to her room. She shuffled about for awhile, then came out 

into the living room accompanied by the rhythm associated with her by now.

I looked up from the magazine I had been pretending to read all this time 

and smiled at her as she sat down in a straight-back chair with accomodating 

arms to support her weakness.

"Is there anything you'd like to do? — anything I can get for you?"

"No, I'm all right," she smiled back.
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"How about a magazine?”

"O.K. ---- oh, but I can get it. . . ."

But I was already up and had gotten the magazine before she 

completed her sentence.

"How's this one? Have you read it before?"

"Oh, it's just wonderful. Thank you. I've read them all anyway."

Turning the page of my magazine and seeing a page full of recipes 

and pictures of deliciously prepared food, it dawned on me that I needed 

to get the hamburger out of the deep freeze in Mrs. Westley's house next 

door. Informing Mrs. Westley of what I was going to do, I reassured her 

that I wouldn't be gone long. Having gotten the key off its nail, I went 

out the back door, across the lawn that joins both properties together 

and arrived at the wooden back door to the Westley house. It was a large 

two-story house, that hadn't been lived in ever since Mrs. Westley's 

stroke about 3 years ago.

. . .they're always leaving to do something — can't 

sit still like my babies and just listen, to just absorb the 

quiet, the passing of time. . . .

The door creaked open, but not without some coaxing weight added.

I inhaled the stale odor of age at the same time I was overwhelmed by the 

awesome silence, and, the sight before me. Everything had been suddenly 

deserted, except for the frozen time which had fastened itself like 

blood-sucking leeches upon this once vivacious house.

Beside the door was the deep freeze. Only it showed signs of use, 

for around the handle were finger-print size absences of dust. Time had

stopped a potatoe peeler which was laid next to the sink; a few plates,
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cups and bowls filled the dishrack as if they had just been washed; an 

unopened cake mix sat next to an empty bowl with a mixing spoon laid 

beside it; salt and pepper shakers, a sugar bowl, and napkins sat in the

center of a tableclothed table.

I yearned to fill this evacuated household with the activity it 

once knew, yet even the imagination couldn't fill this void where children 

once ran in excited after school to be greeted by the smell of freshly-

baked cookies or bread. . .where mom or dad would listen to all their

accomplishments that day, no matter how small or trite. And now, even 

that love has seeped out through the cracks in the doors and windows, 

leaving a suspension that craves for activity once more. The dishrag 

that had mopped up hundreds of spills, hung in its overdried state on the 

faucet and a sponge lying next to the cold water control thirsted to 

absorb just one drop of water.

. . .What had happened that day of the stroke — was Mrs. Westley 

fixing dinner when slowly the paralysis overtook her active body and

mind? ....

Everything screamed of abandonment as 1 slowly walked through the 

kitchen and into the living room which was enveloped in the dimness of 

drawn shades. The davenport and chairs sat dusty and empty; knick-knacks 

still sat, in their eternal stance, waiting, just as the rest of the house, 

to someday come alive; the china closet still contained all of Mrs. 

Westley's fancy china and crystal posed for display. Mrs. Westley, 1 

recalled, often had had her picture in the newspaper for her activities 

in the Women’s Club and other clubs. Her husband had been a prominent 

businessman and her social responsibilities were many.

The imagined gaiety that had occurred in this large living room
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brings it to life with the bustlings of once-in-a-lifetime happenings; 

of quiet times where thoughts were nurtured. . . . But the brightness 

and happiness the imagination paints is erased as once more, I focus 

upon the present vacancy.

Passing by a bedroom on my way back to the kitchen, everything 

appeared as fresh as if it were lived in, except for the blanket of dust 

that lay upon everything. The bed was perfectly made, dresser-tops 

arranged precisely with knick-knacks; sneaking a peak into the closet,

I noted the dresses hung ready to be worn. I slowly sauntered out to 

the kitchen, passing by the staircase which led upstairs. This had been 

boarded over with plywood, perhaps before Mrs. Westley had the stroke, 

in order to perhaps save on heating costs. Whatever the reason, the whole 

place expressed a sudden and immediate abandonment. This emptiness 

shivered through me, like winter's chilling embrace, but unlike physical 

coldness, I was far from invigorated.

. . .If this house is this lonely and abandoned. . .yet still 

capable of being alive and joy-filled. . .what about the woman who 

lived her life here. . .how lonely. . .yearning. . .useless is she? . . . .

Filled with the vacancy this house expressed, I reflectively got

the hamburger out of the freezer, sighed deeply as I walked out, and 

locked the door to the deepest experience of emptiness I had ever felt.

Stunned with sadness, I walked unnoticed into the house and put 

the package of hamburger on the counter. Mrs. Westley was talking to 

herself and I quietly listened, making me sadder with each revelation.

. . .Why can't I go home? I never get to. I u/ant to 

look at all my things. . .to touch them so I still know I
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have them. . .But I guess it doesn't matter. . .Once I had a 

huge house filled rnith things necessary for a wife, hostess 

and mother. . .All those roles required so many things — 

so many props. . .Now I have very little. . .my pictures are 

all I need. . .1 don't need all those things in my house. . .

The day passed quietly and relatively fast. We read. We commented 

on the weather, usually repeating what had been said just a short time 

before. We had a cup of tea to break the morning hush; read some more; 

turned on and off the television since nothing good appeared. She dozed 

off while reading, and I anticipated lunch because it would give me 

something to do.

Mrs. Westley came out to the kitchen when she heard the preparatory 

noises and contented herself with setting the small table beside the 

window. I organized the meal slowly, for there was no need to hurry.

Once more, after she looked out of the window, we had to discuss the

weather which to her was chilly for a summer day, even with her sweater 

over her dress; to me, in my t-shirt, it was getting almost hot enough 

to close up the house in order for it to remain relatively cool. Finally, 

tne meal was ready and together we ate quietly, commenting often on how 

satisfying it was. After the filling meal, we cleared the table and did 

the dishes — the routine was already set — I washed, she dried.

Just as we were finished with the dishes, her twenty-five year old 

grandson, Tom, came bouldering in with his football player body and rude

manners.

"Hi, Tom," I said reservedly.
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"Where ’ s mom and. dad? "

"They went to Billings."

"Have you been eating good., Tommy?" beamed, the smiling face of 

Mrs. Westley.

"When will they be back?"

"Tomorrow morning around, noon, I guess."

"Oh. I’m going to take the pick-up." He snatched, the appropriate 

keys off of the key rack holder, ignoring his grandmother’s politeness.

"Tommy dear, how do you like your new apartment? . . .What do you 

hear from Mary? I wish you kids would stay long enough to visit with me.”

The only response Tom gave was no response, as if she didn’t exist.

”1 got to go," said Tom; he left as he had entered — boorishly.

I looked at Mrs. Westley, realizing the coldness Tom expressed

toward her, but her face was as pleasant as ever. . . .She called him 

"little Tommy” as if he were the same person as the "little Tommy” 

amongst her collection of baby pictures. I guess it's easier for her

to think of him as he was and not as he is now. . . .

Mrs. Westley had shuffled off to her bedroom; once more she conversed 

with the frozen moments that captured the innocence of her grandchildren.

. . .Oh, little Tommy, it's so nice of you to come by 

and see me, even though I know you're busy end can't stay long. 

I don't know when your parents are coming back — it's been 

days and days already and they haven't called or anything.

I don't understand. . .they should be back by now. ...

Throughout the afternoon, most of which we spent outside, Mrs.

Westley multiplied the number of times when she talked to herself. We
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absorbed the warmth of the sun for a couple of hours, interspersing 

little amounts of chit-chat to break the monotony of reading magazines. 

Quite often she would nod off to sleep, only to be awakened again by the 

flipping noise of the magazine pages catching the caresses of the breeze. 

For the remainder of the afternoon we went back inside, where we had some 

coffee, and turned on the t.v. to fill the vacancy of silence. She 

enjoyed watching the game-shows and the re-runs, laughing quite often

at the silliness of it all.

Soon, it was time to prepare dinner, eat and do the dishes. The 

remainder of the evening was spent watching television; however, this 

concentration was disrupted by the frequent worries of Mrs. Westley.

"It's dark now; they should be home."

"They are in Billings tonight. They'll be home tomorrow morning."

"They've been gone so long; maybe they ran into trouble."

"They are not coming home until tomorrow," I emphasized with a 

touch of impatient anger in my tone.

"Well, I'm going to bed. They better come pretty soon."

I sighed with the hopelessness of trying to explain reality to her. 

"Well, good-night, then. See you tomorrow."

She shuffled off to her room and closed the door behind her, yet 

over the sound of the t.v. set, once more the crying conversation began,

sending chills of pity through me.

They said they mere coming back, but they aren't. Years 

have passed since I last saw Helen. Oh, little Tommy, I know 

you won't leave me like that. We'll always be together. But 

I don't understand why they always leave me. I'm too tired 

to try to understand anymore. Oh look, Tommy, here comes my
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daddy to tuck me into bed — Hi, daddy — guess what I did 

today! On the walk home from school, I found a little baby 

bird that had tried to fly from its nest but couldn't yet — 

so I picked him up and tucked him in my pocket real gently, 

and climbed the tree and put the little bird back with the 

others. When I had gotten down, the mother bird flew to her 

nest with the food she had collected for the little birds. . . 

Daddy, — don't go away so fast, . .oh well, did you see him 

Tommy? . . .His face sort of melted away into the curtains. .

I don't know why nobody wants to stay very long. . .He didn't 

even read to me tonight from the Bible like he always does. 

Good-night, daddy! . . .Oh. . .there's Clarence with the 

horses. . .why doesn't he wave to me? . . ,0h, mom! You came 

up so fast. . .yes, I'll stay home with tho little ones 

tomorrow while you go to town. . .Oh, Frank, just think, soon 

we'll be parents! I know it'll be any day now. . .why did you 

leave me, too? . . .What's happening. . .everything is cloudy 

. . .numb. . .can't move. . .not again. . .dying? . . .so 

much blackness. . .not again! I'm not strong enough. . .1 

never was. . .Don't make me go through this again . . . 

whiteness, the whiteness of the hospital. . .Helen. . .you 

say you'll fix up the spare bedroom for me. . .1 must bring 

my pictures. . .is there room for my pictures, Helen? . . .

Oh, Tommy, I know you like to be held, but I must go to sleep 

now. . .and you too. . .there, you can spend tonight on my 

nightstand. ... Listen, Tommy. . .whispers from the

scratching bushes by the window are saying "Good-night,
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Florence, good-night. . . ." Good-night, Tommy. . .and 

Mary. . .and George. . .good-night, Helen and John. . . 

good-night, Frank. . .good-night, mommy and daddy. . . .

That was four years ago when I spent a day and a half with Mrs. 

Westley. About two years ago she was placed in a nursing home and I 

hadn't seen her until last summer when I caught a glimpse of her in a 

wheelchair, pleading with the other patients to look at her pictures 

she carried on her lap. But before I could get a chance to talk to 

her, a nurse's aid abruptly wisked her off to her room. The last words 

I heard, as she disappeared down the hall were: "...little Tommy 

is going to come and visit me tomorrow. . .did you see my husband 

yesterday? Well, he was here. . .yes, Frank came to see me. . . ."

Blurred by the tears in my eyes, I left the nursing home to
t

enter the harsh brightness of the hot sunshine. Not tears of sadness, 

my tears were, instead, ones that rejoiced in how the imagination can 

provide the only strength when reality has crushed a human. I know 

Mrs. Westley is not alone. She is just one of many who survive simply 

because they are able to create a substitute sanctuary in which, as in 

younger years, they are in control.
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Pain awakens me at the dawn, and my first thought evokes silent 

laughter of tears. . . .

Soon I will be free, free from this illusion of reality. Why 

don't they just take me off of these machines and drugs and let me die 

with a little dignity? But no, artificial lives can't be allowed to 

die without one last attempt at artificial preservation!

"How was she last night?"

"She remained in a coma all night, doctor."

"It won't be much longer. ..."

There they go measuring artificial life against artificial time. 

Telling time is quite the inventive convention. Upon what else could 

artificial occurences be played so successfully? I wonder what happens 

in death. ... I'm tired of this intermission. . .I'm ready for the 

next act — whatever it may be. . .Oh! What's this — an audience is 

coming in. . .gather all around. . .such familiar faces. . .seen so 

often. . ."Watch me, mom, watch me! . . .Did you see me? Did you see me? 

I'm goin' to show dad, too, when he comes home! . . . ." It all started 

so early — the need to perform. . .such a short play, though — I hope 

they don't mind too terribly. . . .

Now, finally, the stagehands are closing the curtain. . .slowly, 

slowly it descends, so slowly it blocks out the spotlights. . .so slowly 

. . .so peacefully. . .so black. . .such blackness. . .such freedom. . .

I can breathe! The curtain has come down but the show has just begun!
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My whole soul is expanding, breaking away from all bonds, 

absorbing the colors of the day with new-found soaring freedom. The 

baby-blue sky wraps me up with a cloud of white, and blue lakes and ponds 

mirror me in my blue-skyness. The grass is waving, accompanied by all 

the trees, and 1 can hear their whispered welcomes. I'm escorted by 

blueness to a rainbow which lets me slide through, and as I do, I

communicate with the colors: Red states, "Random re-creations will 

redeem you;" orange greets me with, "only to you will the overwhelming 

opaqueness open up;" yellow rejoices with, "yesterday's yearnings are 

now your unlimited options!;" green glows, "your satisfaction is 

guaranteed in this life of availability!;" and purple promises, "an 

endless paradise of private prisons awaits you!" Blue once more takes

me within itself and we float downward to rest at last and within a

beautiful Iris which dominates a garden of mixed flowers.

"This is your residence for now. Enjoy overwhelming others.

The stage is set for play, but remember: there are no rehearsals, 

no directors, no audience, and, no limits. Seek and enslave!"

Encapsulated within the purplish-blue silk-softness of the petal- 

walls, I heard them talking about me, so I abandoned my new abode and 

travelled instinctively free through the air until I arrived at my 

body’s funeral. Oh, they all look so sad — and they mustn't be. . . .

". . .although her life was cut down in its prime by the merciless

ness of cancer, we must remember her bravery and courage in the battle 

she fought against it. She is gone, yes, but her example of strength 

must instill itself in us and make us strong. She is at peaceful rest 

now, up in God's heaven, and we must not be sad. Her memory will always
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be with us. . It

Hmm, it's nice to see such a large crowd turned out. . .Oh —

could that be who I think it is?

In the field of fading faces 
I seize upon the 
Focus of a friend

who is unaware 
of the fate
about to 
overtake

his
mind.

"Hi, Jim. Haven't seen you since high school graduation."

"Oh — I wish — I should have come back to see you — before —

instead of now — your funeral. ..."

"You hated me — why would you've come back to see me?"

"I didn't hate you."

"That's what you told evezyone."

"That was only because — 'cause — I was hiding — I was really 

in love with you, but I couldn't show it — and besides, I didn't come 

up to your standards as a boyfriend."

"Oh, no, Jim — you're wrong. You were above my standards. I 

loved you, too, Jim." I could laugh any second now! — oh, good, here

it comes. . . .

"I loved you! I loved you! Don't you understand? I loved you 

and you loved me. . .1 loved you. . .oh, how I loved you. ..."

All the spectators worriedly watched the young man sobbing upon 

the ground next to my grave. A couple of his friends eased him to his
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feet and escorted him to a car. All the while his exasperating sobs

echoed through the emotion-strained air of the cemetery. . . .

I laughed all the way back to my comfortable Iris, thinking how 

I had humiliated him — what power! I had thought death would be so

passive with nothing for me to do!

Before arriving at my new residence, my journey led me past my 

college where I had spent so many hours of artificial accomplishments.

I'll bet they're still playing their parts — can't they see what a 

farce it is? — Oh, I don't suppose — I didn’t - 'til now.

I entered a dormitory, almost eager to remember the days of college. 

I sat down in someone's room — she'll never know — and I simply listened 

to my surroundings — so familiar and so chaotic, yet this chaos was the

norm. . . .

. . .a jet rumbling in its rage of technology on its way to a 

destiny, fading away, then amplifying in cycles until it blended into 

harmony with the whistle of an on-coming train. Like the jet, this 

moving machine initially announces its arrival with its steel wheels 

grinding and rolling in routine roundness upon the endless rails. The 

melody of steel upon steel echoes on and on, getting softer and softer 

as it, too, fades away into the realm of more miles into its mission. . . 

someone's stereo is singing beyond a door, into the hallway and through 

the barrier of my door. . .the hall telephone rings. . .a heaviness of 

footsteps. . .the stereo continues with a new song and the beating of 

the drums prevails as someone's door opens and shuts and light footsteps 

wander down the hall; the tippity-tappity of shoes above this room dance 

to an unknown melody; the light footsteps return to their door and open
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it and shut it as the phone rings once, twice, "hello?" . . .a knock 

upon someone's door — "phone for you;" more doors open and close in an 

untimely rhythm and the stereo continues with its heavy heating drums 

and screeching steel guitar as more doors open and close — where are 

they all going? Momentary Quiet. Except — except for the whisper 

of the heater and the buzz of florescent lights and the increasing loud

ness of footsteps coming down the hall. . .a knocking on the door — 

no response — "not in". . .stereo has stopped but only because it's 

between songs. . .then, again, the intermixing of a piano accompanying 

a muffled vocalism and a strumming guitar. . .1 listen to the shutting 

of doors, the mumbling of voices as the drums beat on to the passing 

"hello's" in the hallway. . .as the ticking of the clock and the dripping 

of the faucet and the beating of my heart and the slamming of the doors 

and the footsteps down the hall end permanently as the song on the stereo 

ends. . .and I exit from this chaotic reality.

I must warn them how they are considering this artificiality as 

reality. Can't they see how contrived it all is? They think they're 

free! They've got so many unlimited options available, they throw 

themselves into this entertainment and ignore this prison. I must start 

by entering the conscience of that young couple wandering out of the 

library....

"Do you really love this guy?"

"Well, he’s fun to be with, yes."

"But do you love him?"

"Well, sure; yes."

"Oh come on, those artificial affirmations don't fool me — tell

me the truth and you'll help yourself."
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"Well, 1 think I love him — hut it's such a strong word.. . .1

don11 know. . . ."

"Sure, I can understand — you'll love him until you can find 

someone better to get you the things you want —"

"That's not true!"

"Isn't it? Think about it — think about why this human being is

more important to you than someone else. It doesn't matter what you

love someone for — whether it’s prestige, good looks, money, things

you share — they're all artificial — even love is only part of the

imagination — you just proved it by pretending all was well between

you. That's what you would like to believe — but the truth of it is,

you're doubtful about the whole relationship —

Once upon a Promise 
Passion captured the soul;
Living happily ever after
is a dream mistold.

"What's wrong, Kate?"

"Oh, nothing," she weakly smiled. "Just thinking. ..."

Leaving that couple, I feel the thoughts of someone else and I 

share myself in his mind. . . .

"Hi, there — quite the party, isn't it?"

"Ya, quite the acting job. It's important they keep saying, 'I'm 

so drunk' to use as an excuse."

"A lot of it's in their head, you know. The murmur of mind-maddening 

mediocrity leads them out into the night to elevate themselves in the 

amusement of fellow caged creatures. Here they gather all together in
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a people-packed zoo, drinking, shouting, drinking, making passes, drinking, 

laughing, drinking, drinking drunk to feed their spirits to intoxicating 

heights. They escape into an artificial and temporary high hy listening 

to the faint music drowned hy the drunk throats loosened with artificial 

happiness — smiling and crying and laughing and sighing because they are 

supposed to. Observe how the aluminum can or the bottle of glass changes 

the mood — letting the past pass, putting the future far away, and 

preserving the present period for pleasure. These people's cages are 

not the home, the office, or the work to do, but the need to substitute 

more superficiality for their already superficial lives.

"Is it necessary to wear a false face in order to keep our sanity?"

"Yes, but it's an illusion. You can be sane, but not happy, and 

when someone's not happy, he often creates a superficial world to fill 

the emptiness he receives in the 'real world.' As long as you are acting 

to fit the necessary role, you are lifting yourself away from the emptiness, 

and are able to obtain what you can't in reality."

"That flirting girl over there — she's the perfect example of 

what you said."

"Yes. She goes on day after day in the parade of mannequins with 

painted pink smiles and empty shadows of words. She's a prisoner to 

society's dictum; exhibiting herself to the world, suiting herself to 

suit them. She's joined the race of emptiness that gets you everywhere's 

nothing. . .living in a world torn apart; absent of feeling within the 

heart. Everyone is nowhere with an everywhere stare. ..."

Suddenly, I abandon that scene to mingle in a brightly-lit store. . .
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"Oh, there's too much to choose from. . .and these prices —

they're just awful!”

"Do something about them."

"What can I do? The economy has gotten out of hand —"

"What is the economy?"

"The economy? It controls what we pay when we buy something."

"Why let it control you?"

"Don't be stupid — there's nothing anyone can do —."

. . .Add an essence of economic entrapment to the phenomenon of 

promising politicians playing the government game; mix well; to digest, 

disguise this illusion of individual freedom. Call this dish "democracy

in america."

This situation dissolves into a street-corner conversation. . . .

"Where are you coming from?"

"Church."

"Why were you there?"

"To profess my faith."

"In what?"

"In God, of course."

"Don't you find it rather amusing when you consider the number of 

gods mankind as a whole has had? Makes you wonder which are real and 

which are artificial, doesn't it? Just think, if you were an ancient 

Roman you could believe in all those gods and goddesses we now consider 

myths. To them, their faith was real. Just think of all the primitive 

groups and the number of beliefs they have; we consider them superstitious.
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Have you wondered, why you believe what you do; why you're a believer in 

a god rather, than, say, a mystic cult? Does it matter who you believe 

in, or what you profess, just as long as you can believe in and pray to 

someone supposedly stronger than you? We seem to need something or 

someone powerful to guide us — and religion seems to be always handy 

to supply that quite readily. ..."

From this bright sunshine I enter a bustling dimness. . . .

Ah! the morning rush-hour subway! The transportation of chaos. 

Hey, he doesn't look like he belongs —

"What's wrong?"

"I'm an artist."

"Oh. It's too bad you have to suffer."

"How do you know I'm suffering?"

"You're suffering because you're still seeking. Art functions by 

making order from chaos. Give up your dreams. Adapt yourself to content 

ment with this artificial world. You needn't create you own — it's all 

in front of you: movies, sports, music, dancing, all kinds of entertain

ment. All restlessness will disappear. Why knock your head against 

'Reality,' hoping you can transform it. Become adjusted and you'll be 

happy."

"I'd rather struggle for meaning."

"Meaning! Don't make me laugh! Meaning out of artificial chaos? 

Don't you see, we're always calling our world chaotic, yet at the same 

time we believe we're unified — we're made with one-hundred percent 

artificial ingredients! Now try to find meaning in this delusive

phenomenon!"
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"We can't expect things to run smoothly when we are all individual

elements to the whole."

"And why not? If we can create all the other artificial things in 

our world, why can't we create unity?"

"Because we're all too diverse."

"What if there were only one law that covered everyone? What if 

this law said 'you shall all he unified.'"

"That wouldn't make sense — we need different laws for different

situations and people."

"Oh, how very, very true! For instance, what about that one law 

that said, 'thou shalt not kill.' I see it is completely ahided by when 

someone decides to declare war. Very curious system of laws you live 

under — no wonder you seek and suffer. ..."

Look at all the lost souls riding this subway — the man who's 

been working for 30 to 40 years at the factory where he assembles maybe 

just one tiny piece of all the artificial pieces that fill the whole 

complex puzzle. When he's done, the piece is passed on down the assembly 

line and joins the other alienated pieces with hopes of completion. When 

his work is completed, home he comes, on, of course, the anonymously 

controlled subway; this is his satisfactory working routine. . . .

Sitting next to him is a business man, attentively poised, quite 

correct in his appropriate business-man attire. There's a certain 

aggressiveness in his eyes which reveals that he is playing the up-the- 

executi/e-ladder game. As long as he moves upward, his work will be 

satisfying; yet he doesn't realize he's his own power and money slave. 

What will happen to him on the one day he won't be promoted, applauded,

or praised? I see him reflect for a moment, but just a moment is all
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he can endure, away from his artificial goals and accomplishments. He 

can’t afford to rebel against reality. . . .

"Where are you going?"

"To rehearse a play."

"Why?”

"I'm an actress — what d'ya think!"

"Aren't we all. I see you just came out of the coffee-shop

with your friends."

"That's right."

"What did you have?"

"A piece of pie and a cup of coffee — does it really matter?"

"Well, I just hope you ate it all very correctly and mannerly — 

we all know how important it is to have good manners!"

"What do you want?"

"I want to know why you gossip about and cut down an absent friend 

until she shows up; then you pretend there isn't a better person in the 

whole world. Is that part of being an actress?"

"Shut up. I can say what I want about whom I want, so shut up!"

"This play you're rehearsing — why are you in it?"

"I hope to win the award for best actress."

"What does it mean to be a better actress than anyone else?"

"I guess it means that the character I'm portraying comes fully 

alive through me."

"Who are you when you're not on stage, 'officially* acting?"

"I'm an actress — which means I can be anyone I desire to be."

"But my question was, when you're not 'acting' for others — when
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you're alone — who are you?”

"I don't know."

. . .1 can't scream loud enough for you all to know! . . .for now, 

though, I must return to the Iris to replenish my supply of sensitivity. 

So until we converge, I leave you pieces of my new-found wisdom. . . .

CAUTION:
Life's charity of chaos

is but a coffin of cobwebs
entangling you in the echo 

of empty enchantments.
The fraud of freedom

is a festival of fatigue
in hallucinatory human harmony, 

hypnotized by habitual hope.
You imagine yourself

an illuminated illusion,
an impression to intrigue and entertain; 

a fake face of fragile feelings
that flames into fleeting fashions.

Life's labyrinth is loveless loneliness
when you regard yourself in reality 

and see the mask melting away
in a mental matinee'' of manslaughter.

. . .Someone is pulling open one of these purple Iris petals. . . 

gently they reach within and guide me out. . . . The bright sunlight 

forces my purple world to fade away. ... I glance back and everything 

has disappeared. . . .All I see is the grayish bleakness of the 

rubber-padded solitary confinement cell of the mental hospital. . . .
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